EUROPEAN WOMEN catalog
THE MYSTERY OF JOAN OF ARC 52 ' & 90 ' - 2021 - UHD - PRESALE

She changed the course of history; a cold case following the most enigmatic heroine of the Middle Ages.

PRODUCERS : FRANCE TELEVISIONS, PROGRAM 33
DIRECTOR : ANTOINE DE MEAUX
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.

24H 25x4,90 ' - 2021 - NEW

Experience 24 stories of tragic but ordinary true facts about female resistance, 100% created by a host of globally renowned women writers, directors, and actresses. Presenting a post #Metoo era manifesto.

PRODUCERS : ARTE FRANCE, BATELIERES PRODUCTIONS (LES)
VERSIONS : Multilingual
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.

MARGHERITA S, THE WOMAN WHO INVENTED MUSSOLINI 52 ' - 2015

Mussolini’s mistress and advisor, remains a nearly forgotten woman in the Duce’s entourage. 20 years of intense, loving, and reciprocal passion. For Mussolini, Margherita was his shadow and his speechwriter. She was the Duce’s “other wife”. She was Jewish.

PRODUCER : SECONDE VAGUE PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTOR : PIERRE-HENRY SALFATI
VERSIONS : English - French
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.

THE WARS OF COCO CHANEL 52 ' - 2018

She had to fight many wars to go from the little orphan maid to the famous tailor celebrated worldwide. A portrait of one of the most iconic figures of the 20th century.

PRODUCERS : ARTE FRANCE, SLOW PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR : JEAN LAURITANO
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.
ALICE GUY, THE FIRST FEMALE FILMMAKER 52 ' - 2021 - NEW
The first filmmaker was a woman and her name is Alice Guy. Even though she shot the first fiction film in history, her work remained in the shadows...

PRODUCERS : ARTE FRANCE, 10.7 PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTORS : NATHALIE MASDURAUD, VALÉRIE URREA
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.

A CONVERSATION WITH ROMY 52 ' - 2018
She was one of the greatest French actresses. At the height of stardom, Romy Schneider recorded an interview in which she recounts her youth and her career, a very emotional and revealing testimony.

PRODUCERS : ARTE FRANCE, BONS CLIENTS (LES)
DIRECTOR : PATRICK JEUDY
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Europe.

A WOMAN AT THE HEAD OF DIOR 52 ' - 2021 - NEW
Follow the footsteps of Maria Grazia Chiuri, the first woman to be appointed head of Dior. An exclusive and unique immersion in the magical backstage of one of the world’s most prestigious and iconic «maison de couture» and discover the secrets of Dior’s first lady.

PRODUCERS : FRANCE 5, BANGUMI
DIRECTOR : LOÏC PRIGENT
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.

LOOKING FOR KATE 52 ' - 2014
Kate Moss, the top model who is only 1.69 meters tall, still remains, at the age of 40, the model that everyone wants to employ and that everybody knows. But who really is Kate Moss?

PRODUCER : EMASON PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR : DOMINIQUE MICELI
VERSIONS : English - French
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.
THE PARISIENNE 52 ’ - 2014

This documentary takes a stroll in search of a Paris of fantasy, a stereotyped Paris, a Paris that is home to the famous and envied “Parisiennes” - women of pride, with their allure that is hurried, self-assured and sometimes even arrogant - but is above all free!

PRODUCER: LALALA PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTOR: MELINDA TRIANA
VERSIONS: English - French
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

DIVAS 3x52 ’ - 2017

Saint-Charles is a "new town" on the outermost fringe of the Paris suburbs, where the forest is receding as more and more new residential blocks spring up. When the last surviving local industry - the lingerie factory - shuts down, its skilled female workers refuse to knuckle under.

PRODUCER: ARTE FRANCE
DIRECTORS: ELZEVIR FILMS, AUDREY ESTROUGO
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

TAKE FOUR GIRLS 56 ’ - 2002

Aïchouch, Khalissa, Saïda and Nathalie are aged between 16 and 18. They all live in Paris’ 19th arrondissement, where they move between the different worlds of school, family and the ’hood, torn between respect for tradition and wanting to fit in.

PRODUCERS: ARTE FRANCE, TACT PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR: PAULE ZAJDERMAN
VERSIONS: French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD - DO IT YOURSELF 57 ’ - 2010

This documentary is the portrait of today's Westwood - the Woman, Artist, intellectual and activist.

PRODUCER: OOOH-WHEE PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTORS: JEAN-MARIE SZTALRYD, LETMIYA SZTALTRYD
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.
MARIE CURIE, BEYOND THE MYTH 52 ‘ - 2011

From her birth in Warsaw until she entered the Pantheon, the works and life of Marie Curie are like a myth. While she has been honored in the entire world and embodies a model of excellence, her story and her life remain unknown.

PRODUCERS: ARTE FRANCE, FILMS D’UN JOUR (LES)
DIRECTOR: MICHEL VUILLERMET
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

COLETTE, THE REBELLIOUS 52 ‘ - 2019

A provincial woman who became an icon of the Belle Epoque, she became a celebrated writer, a pioneer of autofiction turning herself into a devilishly romantic character, inseparable from her work. Our film immerses the viewer in the novel of her life.

PRODUCERS: ARTE FRANCE, ROCHE PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTOR: CECILE DENJEAN
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Europe.

SIMONE WEIL, THE UNORTHODOX 70 ‘ - 2009

Simone Weil (1909-1943), who became a factory worker and a believer, and went to fight in the Spanish Civil War, was a philosopher who strove constantly to align her actions with her thoughts, bridging politics and mysticism. This is the portrait of an impassioned woman, who was born 100 years ago.

PRODUCERS: ARTE FRANCE, ZADIG PRODUCTIONS, COMITE FRANCAIS DE RADIO-TELEVISION
DIRECTOR: FLORENCE MAURO
VERSIONS: French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

WHO ARE YOU POLLY MAGGOO? 105 ‘ - 1966

Polly Maggoo is the pseudo-portrait of a super model. Thirty years ahead of its time, it satirizes TV’s top model feeding frenzy, the world of fashion and brainwashing in general... Watching Polly Maggoo today is a rare pleasure, plus a real surprise.

PRODUCER: DELPIRE PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR: WILLIAM KLEIN
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.
VOTES FOR WOMEN: WANTED 52’ - 2011

A look back over the relentless struggle for women’s right to vote, for equality and for justice, via 5 portraits of women.

PRODUCERS: ARTE FRANCE, IMAGE ET COMPAGNIE
DIRECTOR: MICHELE DOMINICI
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

DURAS AS HERSELF 60’ - 2002

Duras loved talking and she had views on everything, which she expressed not only in private life but also on radio and television and in the articles she wrote. This portrait reveals the myriad facets of a complex personality.

PRODUCERS: ARTE FRANCE, DUNE, LEAPFROG PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR: DOMINIQUE AUVRAY
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

ANNA KARINA 52’ - 2017

Major actress of the New Wave, Anna Karina is bound to the great renewal of cinema in the 60’s. Her companion in life, revisits the story of her life. The film integrates her portrait in the story of her time, but is also a love letter to the woman that shares his life since over 20 years.

PRODUCERS: ARTE FRANCE, FILMS DU SILLAGE (LES)
DIRECTOR: DENNIS BERRY
VERSIONS: English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.

WOMEN, MID-WAY 52’ - 2013

Yasmina, Christel, Paule and Josette are all women aged between 40 and 50.

PRODUCERS: ARTE GEIE, COUP D’OEIL
DIRECTOR: STEPHAN MOSZKOWICZ
VERSIONS: French - German
TERRITORY(IES): Worldwide.
THROUGH WOMEN’S LENSES 52 ’ - 2015

With Photography being very much in vogue, it is a fitting time to dedicate a film to women photographers and to set the record straight on their little-known talents. ©Judy Dater

PRODUCERS : ARTE FRANCE, CAMERA LUCIDA PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTORS : MANUELLE BLANC, JULIE MARTINOVIC
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Canada and Europe.

BASED ON A TRUE STORY - LUCIE AUBRAC 26 ’ - 2020 - NEW

On 21 June 1943 in the French town of Caluire, close to Lyon, the Gestapo arrested Resistance leader Jean Moulin and seven others, including Raymond Aubrac. Raymond’s wife, Lucie, also a Resistance fighter, would stop at nothing to get her husband released from the German police.

PRODUCERS : ARTE FRANCE, EX-NIHILO
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Europe.

THE NEW FASHION 2x40 ’ - 2020 - NEW

40 minutes in total immersion in the fashion world with Mademoiselle Agnès. Ten days of fashion, stimulated by the new generation of designers, reassured by the old guard, and dazzled by hallucinating scenography.

PRODUCERS : CANAL +, LALALA PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTOR : AGNÉS BOULARD
VERSIONS : English - French
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.

TWIGGY - THE FACE OF THE 60s 52 ’ - 2012

Retracing her steps, this documentary takes viewers on a journey through Sixties London, with its parties, exuberant energy and incredible creativity.

PRODUCERS : ARTE GEIE, PROGRAM 33
DIRECTOR : PHILIP PRIESTLEY
VERSIONS : English - French - German
TERRITORY(IES) : Worldwide.
Since 2012, Loïc Prigent has been snatching the most pithy, funny, irreverent, and sometimes defining soundbites overheard backstage during fashion shows.

**PRODUCERS**: ARTE GEIE, BANGUMI  
**DIRECTOR**: LOÎC PRIGENT  
**VERSIONS**: English - French - German  
**TERRITORY(IES)**: Worldwide.
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